
Mathematis 242 { Priniples of AnalysisDisussion 2 { SolutionsOtober 7, 2004Disussion QuestionsA) The seond de�ning property of the supremum s = sup(S) above says: if s0 < s, thenthere exists x 2 S suh that x > s0. Show that this statement is equivalent to saying: If tis any upper bound for S, then t � s. (Note and Hint: In fat, many analysis books de�nethe supremum using this alternate form, beause it learly shows that sup(S) is the \leastupper bound" for S. The relation between these statements omes from one of our basilogial equivalenes!)Solution: The form given in question A for saying s = sup(S) is the ontrapositive of thebook's de�nition: Book: If s0 < s, then s0 is not an upper bound for S (that is, there existsan x 2 S suh that x > s0). Contrapositive of this is: If s0 is an upper bound for S, thens0 � s. Replaing s0 by t we get exatly what is here.B) Let S be a nonempty bounded subset of R. Show that s = sup(S) is unique. Method:Assume that two real numbers s; s0 both satisfy the de�nition, then dedue that s mustequal s0.Solution: Using the form from problem A, let s and s0 both satisfy the de�ning propertiesof sup(S). Sine s is sup(S), and s0 is an upper bound for S, we get from A, s � s0.Similarly, sine s0 is sup(S) and s is an upper bound for S, s0 � s. These two inequalitiesshow s = s0.C) Prove that if x < y are any real numbers, then there exist in�nitely many rationalnumbers r with x < r < y. Hint: Last time we showed that there is one suh rationalnumber. Try to extend that proof.Solution: In lass we showed that given any reals x < y, there exists a rational number r1with x < r1 < y. Repeat the same argument, with r1 playing the role of y. There existsa rational number r2 with x < r2 < r1 < y. Continuing in the same way, we an �nd asequene of rational numbers rn, n 2 N suh that x < � � � < rn < � � � < r2 < r1 < y forall n. The ri are distint by onstrution, so there are in�nitely many rationals between xand y (a whole denumerable set of them).D) Let a=b be a rational number written as a fration in lowest terms with 0 < a=b < 1.1) Show using the Arhimedean Property that there exists an integer n suh that1n+ 1 � ab � 1n:1



Solution: Consider the number b=a > 1. By the Arhimedean Property of N, there existsa natural number n suh that n � b=a � n + 1. Then inverting (and orrespondinglyreversing the inequalities), we have 1n+ 1 � ab � 1nas laimed. Note: We annot have equality in both ases, so we ould always write one ofthese as a strit inequality. If a=b happens to equal the reiproal of a natural number weould make a = 1=(n+ 1), for instane.2) If n is hosen as in part 1, show that a=b� 1=(n+ 1) is a fration that when writtenin lowest terms has numerator is less than a.Solution: We have a=b�1=(n+1) = (a(n+1)�b)=(b(n+1)). If this fration is not alreadyin lowest terms, then aneling ommon fators an only make the numerator smaller.Hene to prove what we want here, it suÆes to show thata(n+ 1)� b < a:From the proof of part 1, an < b � a(n + 1), so subtrating a(n + 1) everywhere, �a <b � a(n + 1) < 0. Reversing signs (and swithing the inequalities orrespondingly), a >a(n+ 1)� b, whih is what we wanted to show.3) Use the Priniple of Strong Indution from Problem Set 3 to show that every rationalnumber a=b as above an be written as a sum:ab = 1n1 + � � �+ 1nkfor some distint natural numbers ni. (For instane 49=90 = 1=3 + 1=9 + 1=10.)Solution: The result from part 2 says that if we �nd the integer n with 1=(n+ 1) � a=b <1=n, then the di�erene a=b � 1=(n + 1), written in lowest terms, must have a smallernumerator than a=b. This means that we should try to set up an indution argumentwhere the \indution variable", so to speak, is the integer a in the numerator of thefration.The base ase for the indution is numbers of the form a=b = 1=b (where a = 1).These are already written in unit fration, or \Egyptian" form. So the base ase requiresno proof ( :) ). Now onsider any 0 < a=b < 1 in lowest terms. By part 2, there exists aninteger n+ 1 suh that a=b� 1=(n+ 1) has numerator < a when written in lowest terms.By strong indution, this means that we an writeab � 1(n+ 1) = 1n1 + � � �+ 1nkfor some distint integers n1; : : : ; nk. But thenab = 1(n+ 1) + 1n1 + � � �+ 1nk2



and the only thing left to prove is that n+1; n1; : : : ; nk must all be distint. Sine n1; : : : ; nkare distint, this just means that we need to show n+ 1 6= ni for i = 1; : : : ; k. Aiming fora ontradition, suppose on the ontrary that n+ 1 = ni for some i, and for onveniene,renumber so that i = 1. Then a=b � 2=(n+ 1) = 1=n2 + � � �+ 1=nk > 0. But for n > 1,we always have 2=(n+ 1) > 1=n. This implies that a=b� 1=n > a=b� 2=(n+ 1) > 0. Butnote that n was hosen to make 1=(n+ 1) � a=b < 1=n, so a=b� 1=n < 0. Hene, we havefound a ontradition beause a=b� 1=n annot be both positive and negative. Hene thedenominators n+ 1; n1; n2; : : : ; nk are all distint.
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